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Marine Technology Special Collection, Newcastle University 

Periodicals Histories N: (only trade and industry technical magazines, research journals)  

Listed in the same sequence as the Collection’s holdings shown on the Collection’s website for 
Search Collection then Periodicals.  

The Nautical Magazine. Brown, Son, & Ferguson, England, 1832 - 2013. A UK-based shipping 
magazine with substantial technical papers. Initially aimed primarily at seafarers, but professionals 
rather than deckhands, and the UK merchant navy. Sections included hydrography, voyages, 
navigation, and nautical miscellany. Early years contain illustrations including fold-out plans and 
drawings. Refs: Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Nautical_Magazine . Example pages: 
[under construction] 

Transactions. North East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, v1=1884 – v108=1993, 
Newcastle upon Tyne, England. Abbreviated as Trans NECIES or TNECIES. Was based in Newcastle 
upon Tyne but serving the North East of England. It was one of the leading UK regional professional 
engineering societies. Subjects mainly naval architecture, shipbuilding, marine engineering but 
included all other aspects of engineering. Coverage was mainly NE England but also some UK 
national and international coverage. In the early volumes papers were typically 5 to 10 pages but 
occasionally very long up to 60 pages. Some early papers contain lengthy discussions, sometimes 
with bitter disputes between rivals. Continued to publish papers of international repute until closure 
in 1993 when its role had been superseded by UK national professional learned societies such as 
RINA and IMarE now IMarEST. A comprehensive final index was published when the society closed 
Index to the Publications of the North East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuildings 1984 to 
1993 which is a free download, please visit the Collection’s website for Search Collection then 
NECIES-Index-to-Publications-1884-to-1993. 

Example pages: Trans NECIES, vol.1 1884/85 [title page]; [contents page]; pp.21-36 [only pp.21 
scanned] W. H. White “On the speed-trials of steamships”.; plate 1 opp pp.36 “Whitley measured 
mile course”. A typical technical paper. It explains sea-going trials for ships after their launching to 
prove, amongst other requirements, that the new ship is actually as fast as the contract agreed 
between the shipbuilder and the prospective shipowner by sailing over the measured mile course off 
Whitley Bay, Nothumberland; pp.173-? [only pp 173 scanned] “List of honorary members, members, 
associates and graduates” of the Institution. 

[under construction] 

A century of service to shipbuilding and engineering: a centenary history of the North East Coast 
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders 1884-1984. By J. F. Clarke. Example Pages:  
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The Newcomen Society. Transactions, v1=1920 – to date, continuing as Transactions of the 
Newcomen Society. A leading UK-based learned engineering historical research society. The Society 
was founded in 1920 and is the oldest society in the world specialising in the history of engineering 
and technology. The Society takes its name from Thomas Newcomen (ca.1664-1729) who invented 
the first practical working steam engine, but its interests are broad and international, embracing all 
aspects of engineering from ancient times and the great inventions of the 18th and 19th centuries 
through to the sophisticated technologies of the 20th century and into the digital age. The 
Transactions is a research journal. Refs: Newcomen Society http://newcomen.com by subscription, 
MTSC does not subscribe. Newcomen Society on Wikipedia 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newcomen_Society  

Example pages: [reference to be confirmed]  

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/media/wwwnclacuk/marinescienceandtechnology/files/mtsc/Periodicals%20Histories%20N.pdf
http://newcomen.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newcomen_Society
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New Construction: Shipbuilding in British & Overseas Yards / : Merchant Shipbuilding in British and 
Overseas Yards, dates tbc but including n?=Q? 1961 – n140=4Q 1980, quarterly, JOCAST Ltd, 
Liverpool, England, then continues as a monthly supplement to Journal of Commerce, Liverpool, 
England. A directory but only an alphabetical list of ships on order worldwide, and by country and by 
yard. Giving only Yard No., Owners, Tons dw (or gross), Type, Engine (make), about each ship. Refs: 
none.  

Example pages: New Construction: Merchant Shipbuilding in British and Overseas Yards, no.77, 1964 
Last Quarter, pp.1, pp.3, pp.32-33. “Title page”, “Contents page”, & two example pages showing an 
advertisement page and a page of ships on order giving only very brief details.  
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New Ships / Die Neubauten: Marine Engine Developments, International Shipbuilding, tbc 
confirmed but including 1966 – v24=1979. A directory then technical trade and industry magazine. It 
started by publishing ca.40 ship general arrangement plans of new merchant ships but eventually 
expanded to include trade and industry news articles about marine engineering, shipbuilding, & 
related topics. Refs: none.   Example pages: [under construction] 

Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects [MTSC-Pers-Rina], v1=1860 – v101=1959, 
abbreviated as ‘TINA’ or ‘Trans INA’, later called Transactions of the Royal Institution of Naval 

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/media/wwwnclacuk/marinescienceandtechnology/files/mtsc/Periodicals%20Histories%20N.pdf
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Architects, v102=1960 – to date, abbreviated as ‘TRINA’ or ‘Trans RINA’, RINA, London, UK. A leading 
UK national professional engineering learned society, as opposed to the once equally important UK 
regional societies. Now an international society. Subjects include all aspects naval architecture, 
shipbuilding, and shiprepairing, ship design, ship construction, ship operation, offshore engineering, 
small craft, & related topics. Coverage was originally mainly UK but with some international 
content. In 1959 it received its Royal chartership. "Transactions" contained technical research papers 
and also news of the society but also much later published monthly / quarterly magazines with 
current news of the society and also trade and industry, such as The Naval Architect [MTSC-Pers-
Rina], 1971-to date. Refs: RINA http://www.rina.org.uk by subscription, MTSC does the subscribe. 
RINA on Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Institution_of_Naval_Architects   

Shiprepair And Conversion Technology, no.1, 1989 – to date. A trade and industry technical 
magazine published as a supplement to The Naval Architect to serve the growing market in 
shiprepairing and ship conversions. Refs: RINA SCT http://www.rina.org.uk/srct.html by subscription, 
MTSC does not subscribe.  

Significant Ships, 1990 – to date, annual, RINA, London, UK. Contains descriptions of about 50 
newly-built ships with general arrangement plans each year covering a broad variety of merchant 
ship types. Refs: RINA Significant Ships http://www.rina.org.uk/sigships.html by subscription, MTSC 
does not subscribe.  

Significant Small Vessels continues as Significant Small Craft continues as Significant Small Ships, 
1991, 1998(?) – to date, various similar titles, annual, RINA, London, UK. Containing descriptions of 
about 50 newly-built small ships with general arrangement plans each year covering a broad variety 
of small ship types including fishing vessels, fast ferries, tugs, workboats, offshore patrol, etc. Refs: 
RINA Significant Small Ships http://www.rina.org.uk/sigsmallships.html by subscription, MTSC does 
not subscribe. 

Small Craft, ca.1981 – 1989, quarterly, RINA, London, England. Continued incorporated into Ship 
and Boat International, ca.1990. A UK-based trade and industry technical magazine including the 
design, construction, and operation of commercial and military small marine craft including fast 
ferries, yachts, fishing vessels, tugs, etc, and related topics. Includes ship general arrangement plans. 
Refs: none.  

Warship Technology, no.1=May 1989 – 1999, quarterly, RINA, London, UK. A trade and industry 
technical magazine published as a supplement to The Naval Architect to serve the growing market in 
warships and naval vessels. Refs: RINA Warship Technology http://www.rina.org.uk/wt.html by 
subscription, MTSC does not subscribe.  

The Naval Architect, 1971 – to date, bimonthly then monthly, RINA, London, England. A trade and 
industry technical magazine containing British and international trade and industry news articles and 

Example pages: [under construction] 

Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects:- 

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/media/wwwnclacuk/marinescienceandtechnology/files/mtsc/Periodicals%20Histories%20N.pdf
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La Rivista Marittima: Mensile della Marina Militare / Journal del Association Naval Engineering, 
[in Italian = The Maritime Magazine], v1=1868 – tbc but including a.XLII[v42]=1909.  Published by 
Forzoni E. C.; then later Office Poligrafica Italian, Roma, Italy; then later the Marina Militare [Italian 
Navy], Rome, Italy. An Italian-based technical research journal covering all aspects of naval 
engineering and related topics worldwide. Contains high quality articles, photographs, illustrations, 
including ship general arrangement plans. Refs: La Rivista Marittima on Wiki 

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/media/wwwnclacuk/marinescienceandtechnology/files/mtsc/Periodicals%20Histories%20N.pdf
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https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rivista_marittima . La Rivista marittima 
http://www.marina.difesa.it/conosciamoci/editoria/marivista/Pagine   

Example pages: La Rivista Marittima: Mensile della Marina Militare, vol.XXX[30], 1897 Quarto 
Trimestre Oct, pp.140-157 & Plates I-VI [scanned only pp.140 and plate I]. “Italia: Cenni sulla 
corazzata Ammariglio di Saint-Bon”.  A very detailed description with illustration plates showing 
general arrangement and launch plans of a new Italian 1st class battleship.  
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To see the history of more titles please visit the Collection’s website for Search Collection then 
Periodicals Histories.   

How to contact the Collection: 

The Marine Technology Special Collection 
Newcastle University 
Room 3.32 
Armstrong Building 
Queen Victoria Road 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE1 7RU 
United Kingdom 

Email: marine.archive@newcastle.ac.uk 
 
Telephone: +44 (0) 191 20 83522  

or 86718 (Enquiries) 
 
URL: 
www.ncl.ac.uk/marine/facilities/specialcollection/ 
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